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ABSTRACT
Accessing images online is often difficult for users with vision impairments. This population relies on text descriptions of images that vary based on website authors’ accessibility practices. Where one author might provide a descriptive caption for an image, another might provide no caption for the same image, leading to inconsistent experiences. In this work, we present the Caption Crawler system, which uses reverse image search to find existing captions on the web and make them accessible to a user’s screen reader. We report our system’s performance on a set of 481 websites from alexa.com’s list of most popular sites to estimate caption coverage and latency, and also report blind and sighted users’ ratings of our system’s output quality. Finally, we conducted a user study with fourteen screen reader users to examine how the system might be used for personal browsing.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding images on the web can be a difficult task for people with vision impairments. One accessibility practice used to make images more accessible is to describe images using alternative text, often abbreviated as alt text, and specified within the “alt” attribute of the “img” element in HTML. According to the WCAG 2.0 standard, alt text specifies an HTML property that provides a short text alternative to the image that should contain any words in the image and must convey the overall meaning of the image [36]. However, this practice has not been universally adopted. Prior investigations examining alt text have demonstrated coverage of about 50% of images in heavily trafficked websites [6]. However, alt text coverage is also a feature used to rank pages in search engines [24] and can often be abused, meaning that the alt text might simply state the image’s filename or say “img” or “a picture in this page” [11]. This often means that an image on one domain might have a high-quality description, while another site might have a poor-quality description or none at all for the same image, leading to an inconsistent browsing experience for screen reader users.

Researchers have been working to increase online image accessibility through a large range of approaches. The approaches focused on captioning images can be divided into three categories: crowdsourcing, machine-generated, and hybrid systems. Crowdsourcing captioning methods rely on human annotators in order to help describe a photo [4, 8, 9, 27, 34]. Machine-generated captioning approaches rely on machine learning, usually using trained computer vision models to recognize objects and relationships in an image and to produce a caption [12, 13, 17, 26, 33, 37]. Hybrid approaches often rely on a combination of automatically generated descriptions or tags with human editing [6, 28, 29] to reduce time and financial costs associated with recruiting human crowd workers.

Our work contributes to the effort to improve the availability of image captions using a fully-automated approach, but unlike prior automated systems we do not rely on computer vision. Instead, our insight is that many images appear in several places across the web; our Caption Crawler system finds cases where some copies of an image have alt attributes, and propagate this alt text to copies of the image that lack the description, thereby producing human-quality captioning. Our research explores the feasibility of increasing access to shared images online using existing search infrastructure without incurring additional costs in human labeling time or other resources.

This paper presents three main contributions:

1. To provide an understanding of caption coverage in 2017, we present an updated investigation into the alt text coverage on 481 sites sampled from alexa.com’s list of the most popular websites [1] in ten categories.
2. We developed Caption Crawler, a working prototype based on a browser plugin that allows users to browse their favorite websites while image captions from other pages with the same image are dynamically loaded into the browser in the background. In addition, if more than one description is found, users can access the caption queue to gain additional details from other captions retrieved for an image.

3. To test the performance, utility, and usability of our system, we provide results from both automated system tests and user tests with both sighted and visually impaired (VI) users. We found that automated vision-to-language techniques such as CaptionBot [10] performed worse than alt text found on the web, and that our Caption Crawler system was able to significantly reduce the number of uncaptioned images in a page. We also found that users enjoyed having and using the caption queue to gain a broader understanding of image content with additional captions.

RELATED WORK

Image Accessibility on the Web
Ramnath et al.’s recent analysis of social image sharing platforms shows a near exponential growth of photo uploading and hosting on the web. The authors highlight that relying on human annotators to caption the web will likely not be able to keep up with the rise in photos online, and propose an automated image captioning system as a scalable solution [26]. Morris et al. surveyed blind Twitter users to investigate how their use, needs, and goals with the platform have evolved over the years [22]. This work and studies of blind users on Facebook [35, 37] demonstrate the interest in social media of blind users, but also highlight access issues in the platforms and a trend toward these media becoming increasingly image-centric.

Bigham et al. examined both sighted and blind users’ browsing activities over the course of a week for a real-world view at the behaviors and accessibility issues related to general browsing. The study demonstrated that about half of all images contained alt text on the original source, and that blind individuals were more likely to click on an image that contained descriptive alt text [3]. In general, studies of consumer and government websites repeatedly find high levels of non-compliance in providing alt text descriptions for online images, with high proportions of descriptions that are missing completely or of very poor quality (e.g., filenames, the word “image”) [14, 18, 19, 23, 25].

These prior findings on the increasing pervasiveness of online imagery and the continuing lack of compliance with providing alt text descriptions motivated our development of the Caption Crawler system.

Approaches to Generating Alt Text
Researchers have proposed several approaches to generate alt text for online images. These approaches can be broken into three categories: machine-generated, human-generated, and hybrid approaches.

Machine-Generated Captions
Recent advances in computer vision through deep learning, specifically vision-to-language systems such as [13, 33], have enabled the creation of automatically-generated captions. For instance, the technology described in [13] led to Microsoft’s CaptionBot API [10], which generates natural-language descriptions of images. However, studies of the output of vision-to-language systems indicate that they are still too error prone to be reliable for people who are VI [20, 29]. Facebook’s Automated Alternative Text system uses a more conservative approach to harnessing the output of computer vision by generating a series of tags that apply to an image with high probability (e.g., “This image may contain the sun, people, the ocean.”) [37].

Telleen-Lawton et al. [32] wrote about the use of content-based image search for image retrieval. They presented a series of models along with descriptive user scenarios and made suggestions about the types of performance metrics that were important in each context. Keyser et al. developed a system to automatically add alternative text to images based on previously stored images found to be similar. The system used content similarity measures to find a set of visually similar images that contained labels in their database. The system then used these labels to predict possible descriptions for the unlabeled image and could give simple labels such as the color information, as well as the presence of people in the photo and their location [17]. Similarly, Zhang et al [38] used visually similar image results to build a set of words or tags associated with the image. They then used this set of tags in a search query, expanding the original set of tags with commonly used words found in the resulting set of documents after the text search query had been run. The expanded set of tags was then associated with the image and could be used to supply additional context.

Elzer et al. created a system that automatically gave descriptions for bar graphs for VI users in their web browsing. This system used computer vision to determine high-level descriptions including the plot title and trends of the data [12].

Human-Generated Captions
Von Ahn et al. first introduced the idea of human-powered captioning, using the ESP game to motivate online workers to create tags for images [34]. Takagi et al. [30] demonstrated that readers online could be used to assess and improve accessibility barriers online. Their work presented several tools which allowed users to report accessibility issues and suggest fixes to the website author and other users. Bigham et al. showed that crowdsourced image labels could be created in near-real-time (on the order of a few minutes) with their VizWiz system [4], an application that enabled an individual with a visual impairment to take photos of artifacts in their environment and then ask sighted crowd
workers questions about the image. The authors presented a follow-up system VizWiz 2.0 [5] that gave users near real-time feedback to correct issues related to the image and ultimately obtain better answers.

Friendsourcing, a type of crowdsourcing in which social network contacts rather than paid workers perform tasks, has also been investigated as a method of image captioning. Brady et al. investigated whether friends of people with VI could be leveraged to answer questions related to inaccessible social media online as a means of lowering the costs of Q&A [8]. However, the study found that any captions on the page or image can increase the accessibility of many online images.

Rodríguez Vázquez investigated the accessibility of images online for non-English speakers [27]. Rodríguez Vázquez posited that online translators, which were already being used to enable multilingual access, could be leveraged to add image descriptions with the proper tools [27].

Zhang et al. presented a proxy-based method for runtime repair of Android applications [39]. This allows for inaccessible content to be made accessible at runtime without modifying the original app source. The system enables an end-user or author to update the inaccessible artifact within a proxy with a description or tag that is delivered to future users. The authors demonstrated the system’s ability to correct missing accessibility metadata and missing screen reader interactions, modify navigation order, and generate a fully updateable proxy interface.

Hybrid Generation
Neil Rowe proposed Marie-4, which used a web crawler and caption filter to find captions for users when searching for images on the web [28]. The user was actively involved in the retrieval of captions with this system and could search the web with a short keyword search phrase; the system would retrieve images similar to the keywords and captions for the images based on a trained model using HTML elements, and accessibility meta data in the page [28].

Salisbury et al. [29] created TweetTalk, a system in which a vision-to-language system provides an initial caption for an image, but then supports a structured dialogue between a user with vision impairments and a crowed worker so that the person with vision impairments could ask clarifying questions about the automated caption. These conversations can then be fed back into machine learning models to improve automated captions for future users.

WebInsight [6] is a system that allows people who are visually impaired to browse websites using a proxy that automatically annotates a page. When a page is requested, the system automatically pulls previous alternative text that has been supplied to its database. This alternative text was generated using three image labeling modules: (1) a Web Context Labeling module, which would retrieve the title and header elements from a page linked to by an image to act as an alternative text description; (2) An Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Image Labeling module which would extract embedded text in images and then perform a spell check and search query on Google using this text to determine if the text was considered “valid”; and (3) a Human Labeling module which would act as a last resort for alternative text descriptions. The authors also mention that the human labeling module had monetary costs, and allowed the user to decide when to use these resources. This system was an inspiration for our own, as it was one of the first automated systems for providing image descriptions. However, this system retrieved other HTML metadata such as using anchors and titles as alternative text rather than existing image captions provided by authors on the web.

Our Approach
Prior human-in-the-loop and hybrid approaches to supplying captions incur costs in money, time, privacy, accuracy, and/or social capital, while fully-automated approaches using computer vision do not yet produce human-quality captions. Our approach attempts to merge the benefits of a fully automated system with the quality of human-authored content by mining existing human-authored captions and applying them to replicated copies of the same image. While this approach cannot caption all images (e.g., unique images that only appear in a single place online), it can increase the accessibility of many online images.

CAPTION CRAWLER: SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our Caption Crawler system is made up of a client browser extension and a Node.js cloud server. The browser extension searches the DOM of the active webpage for image tags and background images, which are then sent to the server for caption retrieval. When the system finds a caption for an image, the caption is streamed back to the browser extension, which then dynamically appends the caption to the image element. When a user’s screen reader focuses on the image, the caption is then spoken aloud to the user. The system prepends the phrase “Alt Text” before the caption is read so that the user is made aware that the alt text was retrieved automatically by our system, rather than produced by the author of the current web page.

Browser Extension
We developed a Google Chrome Browser Extension to allow dynamic captioning in the user’s browser. This extension is broken into two parts: the background script and the content script. The background script is a persistent script that is started upon opening the user’s browser. The content script is created every time a new webpage is loaded. The content script uses JavaScript to identify all images in the page, and any captions on the page or accessibility-related metadata from all images and background images in the page. These are then sent to the persistent background script, which transmits this data to the server for alt text retrieval. Alt text
and other captions “scrapped” from every browsed page on the client side are also sent back to the server for caching.

Our system is configured to retrieve several types of image captioning including alt text, aria-labels, figcaptions, and elements that include “caption” in their class property. Alt text is an HTML image property which provides a short text alternative to the image [36]. The aria-label attribute is a text description of an image in cases where a caption isn’t visibly present in the DOM [21]. Aria-labels are typically used by developers to label buttons when the label of the button is a styled image; however, aria-labels can sometimes be found on images serving as alt text, as they can be applied to any HTML element [21]. Figcaption tags were first defined in HTML 5, and represents a caption or legend associated with a figure [21].

![Image](image.jpg)

**Figure 1:** This image is from an online article about volcanos in the arctic [Image credit: NASA / Jim Yungel]. Normally, the screen reader would output this low-quality alt text supplied by the page author, which is the filename, “/h3fs0xudf30016ffkah.jpg”. Our Caption Crawler instead produces the alt text, "Auto Alt: Antarctic volcano Mount Erebus seen over the NASA P-3’s right wing during the approach to McMurdo Station’s sea ice airfield.”

Retrieved captions are streamed back to the browser extension, which dynamically appends them to the DOM by replacing the alt text property or adding an aria-image label to a background image. If an image has a poor-quality caption provided by the author, the user can press a key to force a search and overwrite that caption with a new caption from our system. When the screen reader reaches the element, the new caption text will be spoken aloud to the user like any other alt text or aria-label (see Figure 1).

**Server**

The server comprises a Node.js cloud server on Microsoft’s Azure cloud services. The server is written in Node.js and listens for image requests, which are sent to the server via web socket messages. Once a request is received, the server first examines its local databases to determine if the image has cached captions from an earlier request. The database then sends back any cached results, which are streamed into the page while it is still loading. When no cached captions can be found for an image, the system makes a request for a list containing the other pages that display the same image using the Bing Image Insights API [16], which is a part of Azure’s Cognitive Services (Google used to offer a reverse image search API, but it is no longer publicly available). We use this API to look up the places online where a specific image is hosted. The API will return a list of URLs that display the image, which are then used to retrieve captions for the image.

When the system receives a list of pages associated with an image, the results are placed in a queue. The system then launches a web crawler for each page in the queue. Each crawler uses 50 simultaneous connections, and uses servers-sided jQuery to inspect the DOM for alt text, figcaptions, aria-labels, and other accessibility-related metadata for the matched image on each page. Image matching was performed by using a URI matcher. Our system built a dictionary object for faster lookups for each image request. This dictionary contained all source URLs retrieved from the Image Insights API for the matched image. The matcher would take the path of the image being crawled and compare it with any requested images. If the image was in the request queue, the caption would be automatically placed in the caption queue and made ready for streaming.

When captions are found for an image, they are streamed into the user’s browser extension via a web socket connection to the server. The browser extension then dynamically adds the caption to the page in the form of alt text for image elements and aria-labels for background images.

Our system also extracts the alt text and image captions in the DOM while the user is browsing a page using the browser extension. This allows the system to keep improving as more pages are browsed by users.

If we find multiple potential captions for the target image, we stream the longest caption by default, since that performed best in our caption-quality rating evaluation (described later in the “Caption Quality and Preference Ratings” section). However, we keep a queue of all captions found; if the user is not satisfied with a caption, they can press a shortcut key to access additional captions from the queue.

Caption Crawler automatically supplies captions when alt text is missing entirely; however, sometimes images contain alt text, but it is of poor quality. If a user would like our system to replace a poor-quality alt text, they can press a keyboard shortcut to request a replacement of the alt text with a caption from our system. When the screen reader observes the alt change, it automatically speaks the new caption.

If our Caption Crawler is unable to find a pre-existing caption for an image on the web, it requests a computer-generated caption from Microsoft’s CaptionBot API [10], which uses computer vision to describe an image. When the text from CaptionBot is read aloud, the screen reader first speaks the words “CaptionBot:” so that the user is aware that this is not a human-authored caption.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
To gain an understanding of the performance of our Caption Crawler system, and to collect metadata around images on commonly visited websites, we performed a crawl of 500 pages from popular websites using our system. This crawl ran over the top 25 and bottom 25 websites over 10 categories taken from Alexa’s list of the most popular websites [1] (i.e., 50 websites in each of 10 categories). The categories used were: Arts, Business, Health, Kids & Teens, News, Reference, Science, Shopping, Society, and Sports.

The caption-related statistics for each category can be seen in Table 1. Each page was crawled for one minute to gauge the number of captions we could retrieve within that time limit, since we anticipate that users would not tolerate a high-latency system.

We also did not use CaptionBot to supply missing captions during this crawl, as our focus was on understanding the extent to which pre-existing captions can provide coverage of missing content.

Alexa Crawl Results
We collected metrics during our data crawl, which can be seen in Tables 1 and 2. Table 2 displays the breakdown of images and background images found without alt text, or captioning, and the number of captions our system was able to retrieve, as well as the caption coverage with and without the system.

Our system was able to crawl 481 of the 500 pages in the set; one website was removed for adult content, while the other eighteen had excessive JavaScript reloading in the browser, which would cause the statistical entry for the page to fail to upload. For these 481 pages, a total of 8,435 unique images lacked alt text; our system was able to stream into the page pre-existing alt texts from other websites for 1,013 of these images (12%). Our system retrieved a total of 11,492 captions during the crawl; we were only able to stream in 1,013 captions because some captions were collected after the one minute timeout period, and because many captions were often found for a single image, in which case we only streamed the longest (any extra captions were then added to that image’s caption queue). For these images that had pre-existing alt text, we typically found multiple possible alternatives, which we kept in our queue.

For images for which our system was able to retrieve at least one caption, we found an average of 1.82 existing captions (SD = 6.31). The average latency for finding all available captions for images in a page was 18.11 seconds (SD = 15.35 seconds). As shown in Table 2, the alt text coverage of our system varied by page category, ranging from a low of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Images no alt</th>
<th>Alt added</th>
<th>BG images</th>
<th>Aria added</th>
<th>Total Images</th>
<th>Alt coverage old (%)</th>
<th>Alt coverage new (%)</th>
<th>Alt Added (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>70.39</td>
<td>77.01</td>
<td>22.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>76.02</td>
<td>78.90</td>
<td>12.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1151</td>
<td>76.63</td>
<td>79.76</td>
<td>13.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kids</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>66.23</td>
<td>68.95</td>
<td>8.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>69.54</td>
<td>73.90</td>
<td>14.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>79.82</td>
<td>81.41</td>
<td>7.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>971</td>
<td>80.05</td>
<td>83.86</td>
<td>17.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>83.36</td>
<td>87.55</td>
<td>25.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>65.45</td>
<td>69.10</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1312</td>
<td>69.66</td>
<td>72.18</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>62.58</td>
<td>69.63</td>
<td>18.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Study</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2680</td>
<td>65.11</td>
<td>69.85</td>
<td>13.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>364.16</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>477.08</td>
<td>43.75</td>
<td>1276.92</td>
<td>72.07</td>
<td>76.08</td>
<td>14.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of unique image metrics including caption coverage before and after using the system in the Alexa data crawl categories (first 10 rows) and user study. Alt Added is the percent of blank alt tags that have been updated by the system.

Table 1. Overall Metrics gathered from the data crawl (all images and captions are unique). “Captions requested” is the number of images sent out for captioning during the crawl. “Captions added” is the number of captions streamed into the page by our system. “Captions retrieved” is the total number of captions collected by the crawler. “Scraped captions” represents the number of captions extracted by the client’s browser and sent to the database for caching. “Average latency” represents the amount of time between requesting a caption and receiving a result.
finding around 8% of missing alt texts for pages in the “Kids” and “Sports” categories, to a high of finding around 25% of missing alt texts in the “Shopping” category.

To determine if our system improved image caption coverage in the browser, we ran a paired t-test over the number of uncaptioned unique images present with and without the system over each of the ten alexa.com categories. The t-test ($t(10) = 5.65, p < .001$) identified that the system significantly improved caption coverage at the $p < .001$ level. Similarly, another paired t-test ($t(10) = 9.27, p < .001$) demonstrated the ability for the system to significantly improve caption coverage for background images in browsing.

In addition to demonstrating the performance of our system, these findings also demonstrate that alt text compliance continues to be incomplete, even on popular sites.

**CAPTION QUALITY AND PREFERENCE RATINGS**

If our Caption Crawler identifies several possible captions for a single image, we must choose which to supply as the default replacement. We considered several possible methods for making this selection (Figure 2), including:

- first (use the first caption found, for speed)
- longest (select the longest caption found, since length has been found to correspond to quality in other domains, such as Q&A systems [15, 31])
- random (randomly choosing from the options in our caption queue)
- bag of words (creating a caption jointly from all items in the queue by extracting unigrams from all captions in our queue, removing common stop words, and then reporting the unigrams most common among the set)
- Bing caption (using a caption returned by the Bing Image Insights API, which uses a natural language processing model to summarize the text surrounding the image in the page to be used as a caption)
- CaptionBot (using a vision-to-language API to create an automated caption)

To help us better understand how well the different captions generated by the Caption Crawler described images from the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%First (sighted)</th>
<th>%First (VI)</th>
<th>Mean Rank (sighted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longest</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag of Words</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Caption</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaptionBot</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Percent of each retrieval type as ranked the best (1) between sighted and visually impaired (VI) participants, and mean rank (sighted) over each category (1 is best, 6 is worst).
web, we created two online questionnaires. In the first questionnaire, we presented sighted people with fifteen images taken from our Alexa crawl. For each image, we presented six different captions generated as described above (first, longest, random, bag of words, Bing caption, and CaptionBot). Respondents were asked first to identify which caption best described the image, and then to rank order the remaining captions from best to worst.

While the first questionnaire was useful in understanding how sighted people rated the quality of image descriptions, we were also interested in how the descriptions provided by the system would be judged by respondents with visual impairments. To this end, we generated a second questionnaire that we sent to people with visual impairments who regularly use a screen reader. For this survey, we asked respondents to listen to the same captions presented in the first survey: six captions for fifteen different images. For this group, we only asked respondents to identify the best captions for each image and did not request a ranking of the other, non-preferred captions (this was to keep the survey length reasonable, as it takes longer to complete when using a screen reader).

For the first questionnaire, we recruited 40 sighted respondents from our organization (25 female) with a mean age of 22. All sighted participants were currently students, ranging from undergraduate to Ph.D. candidates. For the second questionnaire, we used email lists from organizations related to visual impairment to recruit 39 respondents with vision impairments who use a screen reader (20 totally blind, and 19 with very low vision).

For both sighted and visually-impaired respondents, the longest caption was most frequently identified as best, though this was not uniformly true for all images or judges (see Table 3). For the first survey, where we had full ranked data, we performed a Friedman test of the mean ranks. The test was significant, \( \chi^2(5, N=600) = 173, p<0.001 \). Kendall’s \( W=0.058 \), indicating weak differences between the six types of captions. Follow-up pairwise comparisons were mostly uninteresting, with the only significant differences between CaptionBot and each of the other types, reflecting prior findings that vision-to-language systems do not yet equal human-quality captions [20, 29]. Based on these findings, we set the longest caption to be the default used by our system.

**USER STUDY**

While our crawl of nearly 500 popular sites gives information about our system’s performance on popular web pages, we wanted to understand how our system would do on the pages important to VI users, which may overlap with popular sites, but may also represent pages from the “long tail” of popularity distributions. We also wanted to understand end-users’ reaction to the concept of substituting alt text from one web page into another, and of the ability to interact with our caption queue to sample multiple alt text alternatives. To address these goals, we conducted a user study in which screen reader users came to our lab and used the Caption Crawler system to browse sites they would typically visit.

**Participants**

We recruited fourteen legally blind adults from the <anonymized city> metropolitan area using email lists for local organizations related to visual impairment. Participants spent thirty minutes at our lab completing the study, and were paid for their time ($25 for thirty minutes plus transportation costs). Participants’ ages ranged from 25 to 65 years old (mean = 43.7 years), and half were female. Eight participants described themselves as either completely blind or having only light perception, while six had very small amounts of residual vision; all participants used a guide dog or white cane, and all relied on screen reader technology when interacting with computers.

**Method**

To better understand how the Caption Crawler system would perform in situ, we engaged our participants in a web browsing session. Sessions were conducted on our lab’s computer, which ran Google Chrome on the Windows 10 operating system and read web pages aloud using the Windows Narrator screen reader. After a brief tutorial in which participants heard our system provide alt texts for an example site, participants suggested pages that they were interested in viewing. Note that we told participants not to suggest personal social media accounts (e.g., Facebook) for viewing with our system, due to privacy concerns around accessing their friends’ images. With the assistance of the researcher in the room, they visited each suggested page with a focus on the images. Participants were presented with the image descriptions in the page and could request additional captions from the queue for any image on the page.

Participants heard the system’s output for between two to six of their chosen sites in the thirty-minute study session (we continued to visit sites until running out of time, hence the variation in how many sites each participant was able to experience). A total of 72 pages (67 unique) were browsed by our participants for at least one minute during the user study. Thirteen of these unique pages (19%) overlapped with the Alexa crawl. Example pages visited included shopping pages for specific products of interest to participants (e.g., searching for cookware on Amazon, searching for clothing on Lands’ End), blogs relating to participants’ hobbies (e.g., a site about safari camps, a blog about a participant’s urban neighborhood), and specialized or local news outlets (e.g., local weather information, local sports team pages, a religious news site).

After experiencing each site, we asked participants the following questions, using a Likert scale from 1 to 5, where 1 indicated strongly disagree, and 5 indicated strongly agree:

1. The image descriptions on this page were useful for understanding the content of the image.
2. The image descriptions were clear and made sense to me.
3. Other image descriptions in the queue were useful.
4. If more image description alternatives were available, I would listen to them.

RESULTS

Our system collected several metrics while the user study was conducted, allowing us to perform the same coverage and latency checks as in our Alexa crawl. These metrics can be seen in the last row of Table 2. Our system successfully retrieved pre-existing (not CaptionBot) alt text for 13.58% of images that had lacked it on the set of sites suggested by user study participants; the mean latency was 20 seconds, with a standard deviation of 7 seconds.

To determine if our system had a significant effect on the number of uncaptioned images in the sites viewed by our participants, we again performed paired t-tests. The data used was the number of uncaptioned images present with and without the system over each of the 72 websites visited during the user study. A paired t-test indicated that Caption Crawler significantly improved caption coverage for standard HTML (non-background, non-decorative) images (t(72) = -5.60, p < .001). Similarly, another paired t-test for background images showed a significant improvement in caption coverage (t(10) = -3.88, p < .001).

Participants’ reactions to the system varied. While all participants were excited by the idea of the system, some participants wanted more details than the Caption Crawler could provide for some images. For example, P9 wanted very detailed image descriptions for all their browsed images. However, P9 did mention that “[the system] gives you something to go on,” even when the retrieved alt texts were not as detailed as they had hoped. P6 felt similarly, and stated “Well I guess it does give a little information” but ultimately wanted more detail in the descriptions. P3 spoke about the inconsistency of the retrieved text, saying “the level of detail [in the auto alts retrieved] varied a lot.” This is a known issue in our system, which is not designed to supply an alt text for every single image on the web, but rather to efficiently, cheaply, and automatically make strides toward improving accessibility by captioning the subset of images that are replicated online.

Other participants were more positive about the system; for instance, P11 mentioned appreciating the low latency: “I like the fact that it was able to describe photos taken as we speak, it’s happening now and instant.” P2 wanted to continue using the system after the study and said, “when is it going to be in a product, I’m ready for it.” P8 mentioned that they were able to get more out of browsing with the system on. When P7 was asked whether the system was useful compared to her normal browsing experience she responded “Absolutely. Very useful… most, if not all, images I see online don’t have good descriptions… this is definitely useful.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Caption Useful</th>
<th>Caption Clear</th>
<th>Queue Useful</th>
<th>Would Listen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.82 (0.76)</td>
<td>2.68 (0.58)</td>
<td>3.13 (1.13)</td>
<td>4.15 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Median and mean Likert ratings, standard deviations in parentheses; 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree.

Some participants mentioned that they appreciated the ability to replace poor-quality captions (in addition to supplying completely missing captions), and liked being able to use the caption queue to build a better idea of the content in an image by sampling multiple descriptions. P1 mentioned, “it’s a good example where the auto alt… actually provided more information than the initial text [provided by the page author]” when speaking about replacing a less descriptive caption with a new one from the system. P1 also liked the ability to use the caption queue, stating, “at least a couple [alternatives are nice to hear] to corroborate what’s there.” P7 similarly stated, “I think having the ability to go through [the queue] gives some sort of verification… builds some confidence.”

Although our surveys already found that both sighted and visually-impaired participants preferred the other caption types over the CaptionBot description, several participants reiterated this outcome during the study. For example, P13 mentioned that “The auto alt is way better than the caption bot.” Several other participants wanted to be able to request a CaptionBot description using a different key than that used for retrieving the queue of additional pre-existing alt texts, in order to keep separate mental models of the human-generated versus machine-generated descriptions.

Table 4 shows the average ratings for the Likert questions asked after users experienced a page. We see that users found room for improvement in the system’s performance (low ratings typically reflected instances where no pre-existing alt could be found and only a CaptionBot caption was provided); however, users liked the idea of the caption queue, and were eager to spend time listening to alternative captions if more could be retrieved.

DISCUSSION

Our studies show positive trends in alt text coverage since Bigham et al.’s study in 2006 that found about half of images lacked alt text [6]; our crawl of 481 popular sites found that on average 72% of images had alt text, which means that web accessibility practices have become more widely adopted, at least on popular websites, though a substantial amount of images continue to lack captions. However, our user study demonstrated that in practice many of the original captions on the page needed to be replaced with additional captions from the queue to allow a user to better understand the content in an image.

While our system was able to provide some high-quality captioning, the consistency of the captioning varied and participants in our user study often used other items in the
caption queue to build a better mental model of what was in the image. At the time of the user study, the Caption Crawler did not produce caption credits, but occasionally the returned caption text contained a credit. However, during the study participants specifically noted that they liked hearing the photo credit and caption credit text on captions from prominent outlets such as Getty Images and used these as a sign of an accurate caption, suggesting that adding sourcing information to all Caption Crawler captions may be desirable to help users build better mental models, and allow end user customization over caption priority.

Our system also occasionally retrieved captions in different languages. Non-English Latin-based texts were announced to users but were not intelligible due to the language pronunciation setting on the screen reader. Captions including other non-Latin alphabets were not announced, as the screen reader was not configured to speak these alphabets. While this was an issue during the user study, we believe that this may ultimately be a feature for non-English screen readers if configured properly (and non-English captions could be filtered for English speakers using machine learning approaches and/or heuristics based on Unicode character sets).

Our system did not attempt to judge caption accuracy or descriptiveness beyond using the heuristic retrieval methods (i.e., prioritizing the longest caption). However, a caption selection model similar to the one used in [2] could be used to reduce the inconsistency of retrieved captions using features such as domain, presence of caption credit, length, and others.

After the user study tasks ended, we asked participants about potential improvements for future versions of the software. One participant (P3) suggested that we attempt to describe logos, which went against our initial design decisions that focused only on captioning content images and ignoring decorative images like logos and menu items. To provide more insight about when the system has helpful information, P1 suggested that we use audio cues or Earcons [7] to allow a user to know if helpful captions have been discovered for an image.

Limitations
Our approach only works on images that have been used in multiple places. While this is true of many images on the web, our system underperforms on unique images that aren’t hosted in many locations, such as those in personal photos. An extension that future research could consider is using computer vision or other AI techniques to identify images that are not an exact match for the target image, but which are nonetheless highly similar, in order to expand the set of images for which captions can be retrieved. Our system also has difficulties with encrypted URLs used on sites such as Google, as these encrypted URLs do not show up in image indexing. In the future, we could use the image binaries and hashing to resolve encrypted image matching. Finally, our streamed captions had higher latencies than we aimed for.

After investigating the Azure logs, we realized that our multiple crawler approach was reaching the memory limits available in the node VM. This effectively made our caption search a depth-first search rather than breadth-first, filling in the caption queue for a single image before covering the other images on the page due to memory management. Future work should leverage a breadth-first search in which the system aims to add a single caption to each image on the page before fleshing out extra captions for the queues, to achieve a lower average latency.

Design Implications for Search Engines
Our system has the potential to improve its latency as it receives additional requests due to the caching of caption requests. However, we would like to encourage search engines to extract human-crafted captions and alt text during their indexing crawls to reduce the need for systems like Caption Crawler to index all images on the web.

In our testing and piloting we found that some websites contain generic alt text that doesn’t contain meaningful image descriptions such simply containing “alt”, “img/image,” or a filename as an image description. We believe this to be an artifact of authors following Search Engine Optimization (SEO) policies that give weight to images with captions, but that do not weigh caption accuracy. While we have configured our system to choose longer image descriptions and to avoid common inaccurate descriptions, we believe that ultimately SEO policy could incorporate image caption accuracy. If a search engine were to randomly sample an image and caption on a page for accuracy using crowdsourcing, authors might provide better captioning to their entire domain to improve their ranking.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented the Caption Crawler system, a real-time system for image captioning that relies on reverse image search to reuse pre-existing captions for the target image from other websites. We performed an automated crawl using the system over 481 web pages selected from alexa.com’s list of the most popular websites in order to obtain an idea of the caption coverage on common sites and characterize the performance of our system; we were able to provide alt text for about 12% of images that lacked it, with only 18 seconds’ latency on average. We also presented a study of caption preferences that found both sighted and blind users preferred hearing the longest available caption by default, and a lab study with fourteen blind users to further evaluate our system’s performance. Our findings indicate that users are receptive to the idea of quickly and automatically replacing missing and low-quality alt texts with pre-existing captions from elsewhere on the web, that pre-existing human-authored captions are preferred to current automated vision-to-language approaches, and that providing a queue of alternative possibilities was valued by end users as a way for them to learn more about an image and have increased confidence in caption accuracy. These performance and user-study findings suggest that our
approach can play an important role in helping to address the issue of missing and poor-quality alt text online.
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